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of peace and justice, and indeed as an overarching ‘association’ pursuing these 
public goods.

Hardy’s broad comparative approach is new, but, in the main, he finds 
structures which have already been observed in more narrowly defined 
studies to be generally valid. Yet these widespread forms of association have 
always been treated as ‘marginal’ or ‘failed’ forms of social and political 
organisation because they had no place in the teleologies of state and 
class formation. The primary significance of this book is not so much its 
analysis of the inner workings of ‘associative political culture’ (insightful as 
this often is), but the cutting down to size of these teleological narratives 
to reveal a sociopolitical system which was previously overshadowed by 
the forms of social organisation which dominated later centuries. The late 
medieval association was evolving alongside these more familiar paradigms, 
and fundamentally structured the ‘imperial reform’ efforts of the early 
sixteenth century. One of its far from atypical representatives—the Swiss 
Confederation—would have a still longer future.

Chapter Eight (pp. 159–76) on ‘associations’ beyond the standard treaty of 
mutual aid and arbitration, and the subsequent four episodic case-studies (Part 
Three, pp.  177–255), reinforce and elaborate the thesis of the centrality and 
dynamism of associative structures in the late medieval Empire. But this is 
inevitably not the whole story. Beyond the geographical core of Hardy’s work 
(the Upper Rhine and Swabia), research on Franconia by Hans-Peter Baum and 
Joseph Morsel has shown that the policies of individual princes, even as rulers 
of lordship ‘agglomerations’ rather than consolidated territories, could have a 
significant impact on the social structure of the nobility and thus on the whole 
associative ecosystem. Hardy also notes (pp.  88, 196, 217)  that regional and 
social identities had a greater coherence than the atomised and shifting world of 
associative politics would suggest, and this surely calls for further investigation.

These ‘missing’ perspectives should be borne in mind when (as seems 
likely to happen) this book is pressed into service as an introduction to 
late medieval Upper Germany, offering as it does a more convincing model 
for how this complex society functioned than can be found elsewhere. But 
they are not gaps in what is a coherent argument for a major revision of 
our approach to the Holy Roman Empire. The work is also rich in detail: 
it could probably have been written entirely from printed sources, but 
Hardy’s extensive archival work pays dividends. This book deserves to have 
an impact, and a specific one: associative political culture should become 
a foundation from which we seek to reassess formerly familiar phenomena 
such as ‘territories’ and ‘estates’.

BEN POPE
doi:10.1093/ehr/ceaa087 University of Manchester

L’amministrazione del regno di Sicilia: Cancelleria, apparati finanziari e 
strumenti di governo nel tardo Medioevo, by Alessandro Silvestri (Rome: 
Viella, 2018; pp. 496. €43).

This welcome contribution by Alessandro Silvestri provides an analysis of the 
administration and central institutions in Sicily mainly during the first half of 
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the fifteenth century. The loss of independence in 1409 and the transformation 
of Sicily into a dependent kingdom of the Crown of Aragon from 1412 affected 
not only the institutions but also the administration. The kings of the house 
of Trastámara, Ferdinand I (1412–16) and Alfonso the Magnanimous/Alfonso 
V (1416–58), governed indirectly through the viceroys. To ensure effective 
government from afar, it was essential to maintain (for example, through the 
Sicilian secretaries) a direct channel of communication with the viceroys and 
the local sphere. Silvestri, by means of thorough archival research, analyses how 
the chancery apparatus adapted to the establishment of this new context, the 
changes affecting both the financial administration and, in the final part of the 
book, the production, organisation and recording of the written records. These 
three topics correspond to the three parts into which the book is arranged. He 
stresses that institutions with deep roots, the autonomy enjoyed by Sicily for 
a long period, and the importance of the island for military expansion in the 
Mediterranean, were all relevant causes for the concessions granted by Alfonso 
V. Significant innovations involved the administrative–political sphere, which 
was reformed mostly through royal ordinances. The analysis challenges 
a supposed institutional continuity. As in other territories, it is possible to 
identify a transformation and politicisation of Sicilian chancery structures. 
Silvestri confirms that the serious condition of the finances of the island 
triggered the institution of the office of Conservatore del Real Patrimonio in 
1414. Moreover, in subsequent years other interventions followed to reorganise 
the financial sector and to change the prerogatives of some magistracies. If, 
under Ferdinando I, it is possible to speak of fiscal strictness, with Alfonso V 
the main aim was to increase resources for his policy of expansion. Although 
the latter goal is well known, Silvestri indicates that there was a higher 
financial contribution from the island than has been previously acknowledged 
and, usefully, identifies the different revenues and their values. However, it is 
more problematic to state that the contribution of Sicily to Aragonese policy 
in Italy has been ignored or only generically addressed by the historiography 
(p.  429), given that influential studies have provided important insights. 
Oddly, the important research by Shlomo Simonsohn (Between Scylla, 2011) 
who carefully analyses, among other aspects, the significant contribution by 
Sicilian Jews to the Crown of Aragon is not mentioned. Silvestri describes a 
general lack of attention to the institutions in charge of the collection and 
distribution of revenues, even in the in the works of Henry Bresc and Stephan 
Epstein, who have done much to explore the medieval socio-economy of the 
island. Silvestri certainly clarifies aspects not considered so far concerning the 
financial contribution by Sicily and the officials in charge. However, it should 
be observed that the analysis by both Bresc and Epstein (not discussed in this 
book, p. 175 n. 15) would not be altered by the data analysed by Silvestri.

In the case of Alfonso V, it is possible to speak of an effort to control 
the distribution of revenues to finance the war more efficiently, an aspect 
corresponding to research stressing his systematic search for revenues. The 
analysis of the policy of Alfonso for creating consensus could have been taken 
much further. It would have been helpful to consider the serious tensions 
caused by the alienation of parts of the demesne (which amounted to 42 per 
cent of the income of the Treasury) and the strategies by the king to defuse 
these tensions. An analysis regarding the Parliament, for its relevant role in 
administration and finance, would have given a more complete picture of the 
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forms of negotiations between king and country and identified more clearly an 
influence from below. For some officials (mainly the Protonotaro) the author 
usefully considers their role of mediation, but the degree of this is not always 
clearly  identified (pp. 135–7).

Even though Silvestri stresses that his focus is on the first half of the fifteenth 
century, he often affirms that the changes affected the entire century. However, 
the second half of the fifteenth century is not considered except in the number 
of local petitions. Silvestri, relying on data collected by Epstein, notes that the 
number of petitions presented by the communities under Alfonso V was only 
slightly higher than that under John II (1458–79). The presence of Alfonso 
on the island, although brief, and his proximity—unlike John II, he based 
his residence in Naples—caused the difference because the communities had 
two channels of negotiations available (both king and viceroy). Following 
the death of Alfonso V, the viceroy became the only interlocutor. The lack of 
analysis, including causes, effects and developments of the negotiations, does 
not advance our knowledge of the second half of the fifteenth century.

The final part of the book focuses further on political dynamics and forms 
of authority by considering the production and recording of written records. 
The author confirms that some documentary practices reveal processes of 
mediation and a way to defend the kingdom from royal interventionism, and 
a new type of document, littera viceregia, shows the central political role of the 
viceroy. In the first half of the fifteenth century, effective methods of recording 
written records increased according to administrative and political needs—a 
process related to a general strategy, among other things, to control the records 
produced by the central institutions and to defend the rights of the king.

More generally, this book helps us to have a better understanding of different 
series of primary sources and highlights the importance of their information. 
This research certainly enriches our knowledge of the first half of the fifteenth 
century, and clearly considers the economic policies of Alfonso V, which have 
often been judged very confusing.

FABRIZIO TITONE
doi:10.1093/ehr/ceaa088 Universidad del País Vasco

Violence in Islamic Thought from the Mongols to European Imperialism, ed. 
Robert Gleave and István  T. Kristó-Nagy (Edinburgh: Edinburgh U.P., 
2018; pp. 240. £75).

This volume is part of a series, from Robert Gleave and István T. Kristó-Nagy, 
in which the idea of violence in Islamic thought and practice from the earliest 
period of Islam to the present day is examined from a variety of perspectives. 
This volume covers the medieval period, from around 650 AH/1250 CE to 
approximately 1040 AH/1650 CE. As the title suggests, the focus of the volume 
is on the encounter with the Mongolian empire by Muslims in Asia and the 
Middle East. There is a wealth of material and debate in the volume that will be 
of interest to those who specialise in Islamic political thought, Islamic history, 
and political violence. The volume’s contributors focus on the legal, political, 
religious and cultural history of violence. It is divided into four parts—the first 
examines the responses to the Mongol invasions; the second looks at violence 
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